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G128 is a community of entrepreneurs,
founders, CEO’s and business owners,
where each member learns from valuable
experience and insights delivered in
straightforward exchanges with
peers from around the world.
Membership is by invitation only.
G128 provides a unique and private
forum. Unlike large international
gatherings or conferences sponsored by
media, G128 is a place where a relatively
small group of like-minded leaders
can take advantage of the collective
experience in the room to gain insights
about leadership, management, boards,
operations and global business.
G128 hosts four meetings per year in
various cities globally for its members.
All meetings are strictly off-the-record
and closed to the press and public,
allowing for an atmosphere of candid,
spirited and informed discussion.

Each G128
member learns
from valuable
experience and
insights from peers.

Insightful and Interactive
G128 meetings are a series of
conversations among peers. With high
attendance and deep engagement by
members, the meetings give members
the rare opportunity to exchange ideas
with other business owners, network, and
learn from one another in an informal
atmosphere of frank dialogue. Members
are not permitted to send substitutes or
to be accompanied by staff.
G128 meetings are facilitated to stimulate
debate and let members hear from one
another on the most pressing issues
that face every company, every board,
and every senior management team.
We look closely at questions of strategy,
operations, and people, and ask our
members to respond to the emerging
challenges they present.
We choose our topics carefully,

identifying issues that are immediately
relevant to leadership, or emerging
challenges not yet on the corporate
radar screen.
At our after-meeting cocktails, we
continue the informal and lively
networking and conversation that has
become the hallmark of G128.
Because of the uniqueness of
the G128, we constantly get
feedback from participants
telling us that they cannot
find this type of high-quality,
straightforward exchange
with any other group.

In fact, after a recent G128 meeting,
one of our members remarked,
“This is the only business group where
no one is talking at you. People come
here to talk with one another.”

“In my group, there are
only people who want
to help me with my
business, as in turn,
I’m helping them”

Repeatable Experiences and Results
Aside from the invaluable experience,
G128 also has telephone conference calls
on each of the months where there is
no face-to-face meeting. These calls are
used to check-in with progress and assist
accountability.

Membership in G128 is about both
gaining a broad perspective and
acquiring concrete and actionable
takeaways. It is ultimately about
improving a member’s ability to execute
and run a world-class business.

Our G128 Playbook, offers members
the key learnings from each meeting,
presented in a succinct format that
members can readily share with their
teams.

“An invaluable exchange of ideas
with other Business owners.”

Each discussion is backed by firsthand experiences, the meetings are
sure to overflow with the practical
wisdom required for real-world
execution. As such, our members
return home energized and armed with
results-oriented ideas for immediate
implementation.

G128 is a private, business owner-focused
network of peer learning communities.
Together, our members are able to run
companies better through valuable
connections and structured conversations
among current and recent owners.
G128 offers participants new insights,
actionable ideas, and connections beyond
their industry groups. It enables members
to counsel and interact with other

executives and business thought leaders
through private, candid and informed
discussion.
G128 members look at each other as
resources not prospects. Members do
what they can to assist each other to
achieve their goals and get through any
challanges.

“An invaluable
exchange of ideas
with other owners &
founders - people who
are living with the same
issues I am.”

“My membership was fully funded and more, from ideas gained
from the very first meeting - plus the personalized focus I got
from the team.”
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